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CHAPTER 12

Trauma-Induced Dissociation
Anne p, DePrince and Jennifer J, Freyd

A man who had seen his greateSt friend killed beside him de\'el o~d the following
symptoms. At first he su·ud. sc\'cral Qfhis comrades. bUllater he assumed a semitupo rose condition. in which he would stare curiously al such objtt15 as shin ing buttons
and play wilh them as a child. He became depressed. tearful. vacant, speechless and
heedless of what wa,s said to him ... . He look no notice: of a pin.prick until it had been
re pealed sC\lCrallime5. whereupon he gazed at the spot without auempting to withdraw
from the pricking.. . . Two days later. he suddenly sal up and exclaimed: "Where am 1.Then he gOl OU t of bed and sat by the fire, speaking quite intelligently to the orderly.
but wilh no memory of his military life. After a few minutes he ~lapsed inlo his former
!. >late. The neXI day he became: "ery reslleu. and on being quieted and assured Lhat he
was in hospital . he gradually carne 10 himself. but had completely lost all memory of
whal had occurred since he left the t~nches . He had to be evacuated in this condition
to England , where, it was considered. he made a complete recovery. But a fter his rCUlm
to dUly in England. he began LO complain of shaki ness, bad dreams, auacks of hcadachc
and ciil.l.incss. which , when severe, ca used "fa iming attacks." Finally after a sudden
shock he was readmitted to hospital, suffering from complete "functional paraplegia."
- MYERS (1940, pp. 46-48)

H

YStcria, soldier's heart, and shell-shock are among the many terms that signify
psychiatry's history of grappling with human responses to trauma. The roots of
traumatic su'ess studies began as early as the 19th century, when psychiatrist Pierre
Janet drew a connection between lraumalic experiences and "hysteria" in adult women
(van der Kolk, Weisaelh, & van der Hart, 1996). janet was the nrst to aniculate lhe
b~sic principles of dissociative phenomena based on observations of alterations in conS~ 'ous ness in palients Wilh hysteria (Pulnam, 1989). Beyond articulating principles of
dISSOciation, janet was among ule first investigators to elucidate the adaptive nature
of dissociation for dealing wilh acute and/ or chronic trauma (Putnam, 1989), The
foundalion for traumatic Slress studies established by janet and his colleagues at lhe
~urn of the century was lost to a period of neglect of dissocialion and trauma, wilh limIted interest resurfacing after World Wars I and II (see Herman, 1992; Hilgard, 1986;
van der Kolk et al., 1996), For example, Myers (1940) described dissociative reactions
to combat exposure, as in the quotation opening lhis chapter, in which a soldier was
"vacant" and forgot his combal experience. A sustained inlerest in dissocialion on the
part of clinicians and researchers working with trauma began in the 1980s and has
Continued strongly into the present,
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Methodological Considerations
Defining Dissociation
As clinical and researcb interest in dissociation has increased O\'~r the last ~':'o decad~s,

lhe need to define the term clearly has arisen. During this penod . defil1lllons of dIS·
ocialion have varied along many dimensions, including the degree of speClficll), .of
what we mean by the term "dissociation." Among the is ues l~al need to be considered in defining the phenomenon are distinctions between contll~uum and taxon, ~tale
and trail, mechanism and outcome, and adaptive and maladapuve e lements of diSSOciation.

Various Definitions of Dissociation
Although varied, definitions of "dissociation" have generally converged on the idea
that dissociation involves a lack ofinlegration of aspects of information processi ng that
would typically be connected. Beyond an agreement thal dissociation involves a lack
of integral ion, theorists vary in estimates of the scope and type of disilllegratio n nec·
cs ary to characterize experiences meaningfully as trauma-induced dissociation (see
van der Hart, Nihenhuis, Steele, & Brown, 2004, for discussion)_ Similar to van der
Hart and colleagues' definition of dissociation as a "lack of integratio n amo ng psychobiological systems that constitute personality" (p. 906), Putnam (1997) argued that
pathological dissociation i 'characterized by profound developmelllal differences in
the integration of behavior and in the acquisition of developmemal competencies and
mctacognitive funclions" (p. 15). More recently, Cardena and Carlson (2011 ) charactcrized dissociation symptoms as involving
(a) a .os~ of continuity in subjective experience with accompanying invo lunt ary and
unwanted intrusions into awareness and behavior (50-called positive dissociatio n); and/
or (b) an inability to access information or control memai functions . manifested as sy l11Ptoms such 35 gaps in awareneS5. memory. or self·identification that arc no nnally amenable
t~ uch acce s/ control (so-called negative dissociation) and/or (e) a sense of experientia!
dlsconnectcdne .5 that may include perceptual distortion about the self or enviro nment.
(p. 251- 252)

Continuum-Taxon
Janet'. early ~onc~p~ualization of di social ion suggested that a subset of individuals
experience dlSSOCJallV~ Slates that nondissociative individuals do not expe rie nce (see
Putnam •. 1997). In splle of Janet' view that dissociation involves a disLinct calegory
o.r cxpenen e, the prevailing view placed dissociation ou a continuum ; thaL is, theor~sts assumed that ev~rybody dissociate, to some degree. Common forms of dissociation were thought to mclude highway hypnosis or absorption in a movie/ book. When
the most w,dely used
measure of ad U It d·tSsoclallon,
. .
.
. .
.
5 Ie
•
the Dlssoclaltve Expenences ca
(DES ; see .the
secllon· bserving D·ISSOC13110n
. . " for morc .IIlformation) was developed
.
the
prevallmg
a
sumption
wa
th
I·
. ..
'
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o thde DES& rCeveals an absorpt,on-imaginative factor (Ross Eliason & Anderson, 1995;
rcen 1994) Ihat se . I
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an e,·s
II d· ·b d ~ I
emlllg y encompasses experiences that are more norma y Istn ute In tle population Ihan patholog·leal d.ISSOClauon.
. .
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TaxomClric ana lyses have been used to justify treating dissociation as a taxon
instead ofa dimensional variable (e.g., Waller, Putnam, & Carlson, 1996). In this view,
dissociation ex ists as a taxon , in which individuals display behaviors thal are or are not
consistent with pathologica l dissociation. This shifL is important because it affects theories about the dcvclopn'lCnl and maintenance as well as measurement of dissociation.
For example, ex isting measures include nonpathological experiences Lhat may not be
informative or related to pathological degrees of dissociation. The taxon view influences theory building by assuming that those individuals who pathologically dissociate
differ in their basic cognitive organization (Putnam, 1997).
The issue o f whether dissociative phenomena fall on a continuum or a taxon necessarily invokes consciousness. Arguably, many experiences (e.g., absorption, daydreaming. trance Slates) ca n cause alterations in consciousness; however, the quality of such
an experience may be better described as something other than dissociation. For example, van der Hart and colleagues (2004) argued that experiences such as daydreaming
or trance can involve alterations in the level of consciousness (the degree to which the
individual has awareness of consciousness) and the field of consciousness (the stimuli
available to consciousness), and that it is structural dividedness that separates nondissociative experiences (e.g., absorption) from dissociation. "Structural dividedness"
invoh'es alternations between an apparently normal part of the personality and an emotional pa rt (van del' Hart et aI., 2004).
For our purposes in this chapter, we focus on trauma-induced dissociation as pathological dissociation; that is, we do not address directly alterations in consciousness
that are more typically distributed in the population (e.g., absorption) or that are not
trauma-induced (e.g., neurologically based alterations in consciousness).

State- Trait
Inherent in continuum-taxon issues are also temporal issues. From the continuum view
of diSSOciation, it is easy to imagine relatively transient periods of dissociation during a
traumatic evenl. Re ports of dissociation at the lime of the event-called "peritraumatic
dissociation"-have been made across a variety of traumas. Early reports of dissociation
were no ted by Myers during World War I, who described soldiers' dissociative responses
as varying Mfrom a slight, momentary, almost imperceptible dizziness or 'clouding' to
profound and lasting unconsciousness" (cited in Brewin, 2003, p. 53). Peritraumatic
dissociation predicts later posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD; e.g., Gershuny, Cloitre,
& Otto, 2003), lead ing theorists to question how adaptive dissociation is at the time
of the C\'cnl. Recent work suggests that peritraumatic dissociation may be a common
response that is not necessarily associated with later psychopathology (e.g., Bryant &
Harvey, 2000). Panasetis and Bryant (2003) argued that persistent rather than peritraumatic dissociation may actually predict later psychopathology, such as PTSD. In a
sample of participants who entered the hospital following motor vehIcle aCCIdents or
nonsexual assaults, Panasetis and Bryant found that "persistent" dissociation (defined
as diSSOciation at the li me of the assessment rather than the event) was associated more
strongly with acu te stress disorder (ASD) severity and intrusion symptoms than with
peritraumatic dissociation. In other work, Gershuny and colleagues (2003) found that
the relationship between peritraumatic dissociation and later PTSD was
by
fears of death and loss of control during the evenl, which are central cogllltlve components of panic, raising the possibility that peritraumatic dissociation may be related to
panic and not necessarily to pathological dissociation.
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Outcome-Mechanism
Dissocialion is referred lO as both a psychological oulcome of trauma and a mechanism
of lrauma.relaled problems (e.g., of memory problems) in the Iileralure. For e~ample,
dissocialh'e processes have been used to expl~in l,:,uma.related memory Impall·ment.
Il become difficult lO distinguish whether d,ssoc,auon IS a stallc phenomenon lhal
describe the slaLUS of integralion of pans of a person's personality, or a pro~ess by
which information is disinlegraled. van der Hart and colleague (2004) shed IIghl on
lhis i sue, arguing that experiences such as depersonal~zation and derealization may
be altcralions in consciousness, bUllhey are not necessanly dlssoclallve symptoms. The
authors argue that lO qualify as a dissociative symptom, the experience must involve
structural dissociation; for exanlple, the experience must involve dis ocialion between

an observing and an experiencing "ego>t and not be the result of substance use.

Development of Dissociation: Motivation
The discrete behavioral slales (DBS) model of dissociation argues that pathological dis·
ocialion is the resull of developmental processes whereby children do nOllearn to inte·
grate across behavioral states (Putnam, 1997). Putnam (1997) links the developmenl
of dissocialion lO early childhood abuse and notes three primary defen ive functions
of dissociation : automatization of behavior, compartmentalization of information and

affect, and alleration of identily and estrangemelll from self.
Maldonado, Butler, and piegel (2002, p. 468) slaled thal dissociative symptoms
"should be understood as failures in integration, defects in control syslems, ralher
than the creation of multiple identities" thal resull in distress and dysfunction. This
slalcmCIll capwres a common viewpoint: thal dissociation is a deficit with negative
consequences. An alternative viewpoint is that dissociation is a creative adaptation to

external insult and may even be seen as a posilive set of skills. For example, dissociative
aUlom.tization of behavior may allow children to endure painful abuse withoUl full
awareness of whal is happening and/or their own aClions (Putnam, 1997). These lWO
perspectives in their extremes may have pl"Ofoundly differing implications for lhose
who experience high levels of dissocialion that necessitale treatment.
One issue implicit in distinguishing between dissociation as a deficit versus an
adaptation is the origin or motivation for developing dissociation. Theorists have
long argued that dissociation may serve a prolective or defensive function al the time
of the trauma. or later, to keep trauma·rclated information out of awareness. Some
a~lhor ~ave o~served, though, thal dissociation at the time of an event predicts laler
dl tres , lI1c1udl~g PTSD (Ozer, Besl, Lipsey, & Weiss, 2003), raising the questio~ of

how elTecuvely dlSsoclallon pl"OleClS the individual. The key to evaluating the adapllvemaladapuve naLUre of dissociation lie in thinking aboul the function of dissociation
~iven the individual's context. Betrayal trauma lheory (Freyd, 1996), discussed below
I~ more ~elall, argu~s t~at dis ociation enables victims who are dependent on abu·
slve caregIVers to mamtam necessary attachments. Under conditions in which survival
depends .on struclural dissociation-thal is, lack of awareness of the trauma·related
I~formallon by the part of. the persona lily that must manage tasks necessary to s~r·
vlval ..such as attachment wl~h caregi;ers-dissocialion may very well serve an adapuve
fun lion. By analogy on~ mlghl conSIder the plight of a creature in a trap. In order to
get out, the creature mIght have lo sacrifice a limb. Withoul that sacrifice the erea·
lu~e would likel.y p~rish, so it is adaptive to sacrifice lhe limb, bUl in the lo~g run lhe
mlSslllg 11mb WIll likely cause problems. Similarly, dissociation, in the long run, may
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play different roles in later distress, perhaps mediating or moderating the relationship between some traumas (e_g., abuse) and later psychological symptoms. There may
be contexts, too, in which so-calied ·pathological" dissociation puts individuals at a
distinct disadvanlage. For example, the dissociation of emotion information from the

personality acting in day-to-day situations may result in individuals missing danger cues
or otherwise increasing risk of problems, such as revictimization or Hrv risk (DePrince,
Freyd, & Malie, 2007; Zurbriggen & Freyd, 2004).
Seeing dissociation as a creative adaptation may have benefits for the dissociative
client seeking treatment. Rather than pathologizing the trauma survivor, this viewpoint
more likely empowers the client because of the implicit respect it offers. However, there
is some danger in ignoring real suffering if dissociation is seen as a "normal " response.
Some might conclude that because it is a normal response, there is no need for intervention. However, this may be a mistake. By analogy, if onc were to experience an accident

that involved an injury to the body, bleeding would likely be a normal response, yet
intervention miglll be vcry much needed.

It is also possible that dissociation may be initially adaptive to the trauma survivor, then become maladaptive to that survivor's offspring due to the impact of (at
least, unresolved) dissociation on parenting. Hulette, Kaehler, and Freyd (2011) investigated the intergenerational relationships between betrayal trauma and dissociation
in a sample of 67 mother-child dyads. Consistent with other research, they found that
experiences of high betrayal trauma were related to higher levels of dissociation in
both children and mothers. In addition, they found that mothers who experienced
high betrayaltr,uma in childhood and were subsequently interpersonally revictimized
in adulthood had higher levels of dissociation than non-revictimized mothers. Furthermore, maternal rcvictimization status was associated with child interpersonal trauma

history. These results suggest that dissociation from a history of childhood betrayal
trauma may invo lve a persistent unawareness of future threats to both self and chil-

dren. The possibility that unresolved dissociation in parents is dangerous to their children has important implications for intervention.
One more interesting aspect of this distinction between dissociation as a deficit

or an adaptation is how one models individual differences in the tendency to respond
to trauma with dissociation. If individuals do differ, perhaps due to heredity (BeckerBlcase, Deater-Deckard, et aI., 2004), in their tendency to dissociate, then this can be
viewed in terms of a diathesis-stress model; that is, the underlying tendency may be a
vulnerability that is provoked by trauma. An alternative would be to see the underlying
tendency as a resilience factor that is awakened by trauma. In this view, dissociation
protects the individual from greater harm. Additional research is needed to provide
more evidence on these issues.

. . A dialectical view may help resolve issues of how adaptive ~r maladaptive dissoCIatIon is viewed. Specificaliy, dissociation may be both a creative adaptation to an
environmental insult that threatens survival (e.g., child abuse by a caregiver) and a
deficit that causes problems in other domains of life (e.g., difficulty in school). We
have the classic problem of looking at "survivor data" when we examine ~dults who

are high in dissociation and evaluating whether dissociation has been adapuve or maladaptive ; that is, we are not able to see what these individuals would be like had they
not dissociated. Perhaps consequences for some individuals would have been far worse
had they not engaged in dissociation, so although dissociation is linked to negath·e
consequences, we have no way of evaluating whether those co.nseque~lces .are beLLer
Or worse than they would be if the individuals had not chroJ1lcally dlSs<><:oat~d. Fur-

thennore, a dialectical view of dissociation as both adaptive and maladaptive II1vokes
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the imporlance of examining context. In some contexlS,
may be
most
helpful thing lhe person could do (e.g., under some condlllons of chIld abuse); III olh·
ers, it may increase potential harm (e.g.• rcviClimiz3lion
By V1CWlIlg
diaieClically, practitioners and researchers are likely to exam me both the adaptation m
the response (and seck to lcach allcrnalh'c skills given the person's current context) and
lhe negalive consequences lhal cause problems for lhe individual.

Observing Dissociation
Measuring Dissociation
Measuring dissocialion requires thought about both the definition of dissocia ti on (e.g.,
pathological vs. normative) and conditions under which it occurs. We have argued that
trauma-i nduced dissociation should include pathological dissociation (as opposed to
alterations in consciousness thal arc morc normally dist.ributed in the population). Several reliable and validated self-report measures of dissocialive experiences in children,
adolescents, and adu lts are available (see Table 12.1 [or a listing of sevcral widely used
measures).
The vaSl majorily of the lileralure has focused on negative symploms of dissocia·
lion , such as amnesia, loss of skills, and loss of awareness (van der Han el aI., 2004 ). In
rccel1l yea rs, lheorisls have argued lhal dissocialion also includes posilive symptoms,
such as flashbacks and intrusions (e.g., van der Hart et aI., 2004). Dissociative symplomS
related LO movcmCl1l, sensalion, and perceplion been nOled. Using t.he SomaLOform
Dissociat.ion Queslionnaire ( DQ), researchers were able lO discriminale belween indi·
with
disorders and lhose diagnosed wilh other psychiatnc dIsorders
Splllhoven, van Dyck, van der Hart, & Vanderlinden, 1998).

TABLE 12.1.

Measures of Dissociative Experiences

Meaulre namc

Relevant references

Respondcm

Comments

Adolescent Dissociative
Experiences Scale
(A·DES)

Armstrong, J)ulnam ,
Carlson , Libero, & Smith
(1997); PUlnam (1997)

Adolescent

Emphasis on disso ciation
of menial funclions (\'s.
movement, sensatio n.
and perception).

Child Oissoci3ti .. e
heckliSl (COS)

Putnam ( 1997); Putnam,
Helmen, & Trickett

Parent

Emphasis on dissociation
of mental functions.

Scale (DES)

Dissociati\c Experiences

Bernstein & Putnam ( 1986) ;
IJutnam ( 1997)

Adult

Emphasis on dissociation
of mental functions.

I)eritraumatic
Oissocialh'C Experiences
Questionnaire (PDEQ)

Marmar, Weiss, & Metzler
(1997); Marshall, Orlando
Jaycox, Fay, & Bellbcrg ,

Adult

Assesses retrospecti\'e
reports of dissociative
experiences allhe time
of the event.

(2002)

Somatoform
Dissociation
Questionnaire (SDQ)

Nijenhuis, Spinhovcn, van
D}'ck. van der Han, &
Vanderlindcn (1998)

Adult

Emphasis on somaLOforill
dissociation symptoms.
Five- and 20· item
measures available.

Multidimensional
Im'emoryof
Dissociation (M ID )

Dell (2006)

Adult

Assesses 14 facets of
dissociation and includes
validity items.
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Observing Dissociation Posttrauma
Trauma-dissociation correlations have frequently been interpreted as evidence that
trauma is a causa l factor in the development of dissociative symptoms, though some
researchers have questioned the assumption of causality (e.g., Merckclbach, Horselenberg, & Schmidt, 2002). In a landmark review, Dalenberg and colleagues (2012) laid
oUl specific predictions derived from two alternative models explaining dissociationtrauma links: ( I) A trauma model posits that trauma plays a causal role in the development of pathological dissociation, and (2) a fantasy model posits that fantasy proneness overlaps with or leads to dissociation, which in turn contributes La false reports
of abuse. O\'erall, the autho rs documented strong, consistent suppon for the trauma
model. As part of the two models, the authors critically evaluated studies describing
links between trauma exposure and dissociation. They identified 38 studies that met the
following criteria : The effect size of the trauma-dissociation relationship was reponed
or could be calculated; samples included participants exposed to no lrauma; sample
size was grea ter than 50; and a community sample or clinical sample with diverse psychiatric diagnoses was used. This meta-analysis revealed a consistent, moderate relationship between trauma and dissocialion. Among the 38 studies (which include child,
adolescent, and adu lt participants) , were some samples in which trauma history was
documented independent of self-reports. For example, Putnam and Trickett (1997)
compared 77 sexually abused girls referred by dlild proleclive service agencies to 72
control girls in a longitudinal study of the biological and psychological effects of sexual
abuse. The control girls were matched on age, race, socioeconomic status, and family
constellation. Putnam and Trickett found that, compared with the controls, the sexually abused g irls had significantly elevated dissociation scores at three different tesling
times. Simi larly, Ogawa, Sroufe, Weinfeld, Carlson, and Egeland (1997) reported that
age of ansel, chronicity, and severity of trauma predicted level of dissociation, as measured al four time points across 19 years.
Researchers have also examined dissociation in populations in which trauma is
more easily documented or verified than in cases of child abuse or assault (e.g., Bremner, Southwick, & Brett, 1992; Carlson & Rosser-Hogan, 1991; Koopman, Classen, &
Spiegel, 1996; Marmar, Weiss, & Metzler, 1997; Yehuda et aI., 1996). In Carlson and
Rosser-Hogan's (1991) study, for example, 50 Cambodian refugees who had settled in
the Uniled States participated in a sludy involving the administration of a series of
questionn a ires. DES scores in lhe sample were slrikingly high (mean = 37.1); notably,
only two of the 50 participants scored under 10 on the scale, which is considered to be
Wilhin the range of normal adults.
.
factor 111
Though converging evidence consistently poinLS to trauma as a
the development of dissociation, how much societal and cultural expectallons playa
role in this relationship is still an open question. For instance, a trauma survivor may
learn from others or from the culLUre at large lO evidence dissociative symptoms as a
SOcially accepted response lO trauma. Might the correlation between dissociation and
trauma be alleast partially a result of suggestion by therapist or media exposure? Ifso,
We should see lower correlations between trauma and dissociation in SOCietal contexts
in . which individuals arc less likely to be exposed to suggestive innuences
thiS relationship. Dalenburg and Palesh (2004) evalualed lhe
between diSSOCiative symptoms and trauma in a Russian population that was relallveiy unexposed to
suggestive sources: 301 Russian university students, who completed measures
symptoms, and hislory of violenl trauma and child
usual POSItive relalionship between trauma and dissociation was discovered III lhls sample and,
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if anylhing, rates of dissociation were higher lhan. in comparable American samples,
indicating that suggestive innuences may not explam the correlauon.

Observing Dissociation in Other Psychiatric Contexts
Oi sociative symptoms have been observed in conjunclion with a range of diagnoslic
categories, including ASO (e.g., Bryant & Harvey, 2000), PTSO (e.g., Brew on,. 200~),
complex PTSO (Herman, 1992), eating disorders (~ee P~llnam, 1997), and the d,ssocla'
tive disorders (Putnam, 1997). For our purposes on th,S chapter, we focus on the co·
occurrence of PT 0 and trauma·incluccd dissociation.

The co·occurrence of dissociation and PTSO has received auenlion in terms ofbolh
describing the phenomenon of co-occurrence and what that co-occurrence may mean

conceptually for understanding posttraumatic responses. Several studies have obs~rved
relations between PTSO and dissociation; for example, people who meet ent ena fo r
I'T 0 score higher on the DES than those who do not (e.g., Carlier, Lamberts, Fouwels,
& Gersons, 1996; Maldonado & Spiegel, 1998; Putnam, 1997; Vehuda el aI. , 1996).
ome researchers have suggested that, conceptually, dissocialion mal' playa cen·
lral I'Ole in the onset and/ or maintenance of PT O. For example, van del' Kolk and
Fisler (1995) suggested that dissociation is atlhe core of the development of I'T O. In
add ilion, Braun (1988) and van der Hart (2000) suggesled lhat illlrusive symptoms may
in facl be di sociative phenomena. Van der Hart likened inlrusive PTSD symptoms to
positive dissociation symptoms (e.g., presence of illlrusive memories), whereas avoid·
ance symptoms reflect negative dissociation symptoms (e.g., feeling detached from others). Indeed, the experience of a flashback fits many definitions of dissociation, in
which norma.lly integrated aspects of consciousness are not illlegrated (one's mental
experience may not be integrated with conscious awareness of current surroundings.

passage of time, etc_).
With imerest in dissociation, some speculation about PTSD as a disso ciati ve dis-

order can be found in the literature. Support for such a move is drawn from the observation that both PTSO and dissociative disorders are reactions to extreme stress and
therefore have imilar etiologies (Brett, 1993). Furthermore, both PT 0 and dissociative disorder include alterations in memory among their criteria. In spite of this support, re~rchers have argued that PTSO include anxiety that is more consistent with
o~her anxIety dISorders than with the dissocialive disorders; in addition , some people
WIth I'TSO do nOt experience amnesia or dissociative episodes (Brett, 1993) . Taken
together, lhese ?bservat~ons raise the question of whether there may be subtypes of
PT 0 that vary III their mvolvement of dissociative processes. Indeed, Lanius and colleagues (Chapter 13, this volume) describe converging evidence for a dissociative subtype of I'TSO, drawmg on data from civilian and military samples.

Dissociation and Information ProceSSing
A re earch has progressed to the point that factors associated with dissociation have
been .obse.'ved repeatedly (c.g., history of child abuse), the literature has moved in excitIIlg dlfectlo~s to f?ClIS on idel1lifying both the motivation for and mechanisms underlyms the
relationshIp
alllong,
trauma
dissociation • and aSSOCiate
. d outcomes (e.g., mem,
,
I
ory ,,:"palfmcnt) . . uch baSIC research that identifies and tests mechanisms-emotional,
cognillve, ,and SOCial-that may underlie dissociation and related outcomes is necessary

to advancmg lreatment approaches. To the extent that the mechanisms underlying
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dissociaLi\'c problems are better undersLOod , interventions can be fine- tun ed to targe t

part icular mechanisms. We now highlight some informatio n-processing approaches to
dissociation.

Dissociation, Forgetting, and Betrayal Trauma Theory
Dissociation has long been implicated in trauma-related memo ry disruptio n. Betrayal

lrauma theory (BIT) predicts thal d issociating information from awareness is mediated by the threat lhat the information poses to the individual's system of attac hment
(Freyd, 1996). Consistem with this premi e, betrayal effects on memorability of abuse
have bee n documented in multiple, diverse dalasc ls across researd lcrs, including crosscultural sa mples, as well as undergraduate and community sa rnples (for reviews, see
DePrince et aI., 2012; Freyd, 1996; Freyd, DePrince, & Gleaves, 2007; see also, Freyd ,
DePrince, & 2mbriggen, 2000; Gold be rg & Freyd , 2006; Schultz, Passmore, & Yoder,

2003 ; Sheima n, 1999). Furthermore, betrayal and dissociation have also been linked
across d ata sets. For exa mple, Chu a nd Dill (1990) reported that childhood abuse by
family me mbers (both physical and sexual) is significa ntly related LO increased DES
scores in psychiatric inpatien ts, whe reas abuse by no nfamily me mbers is nolo Sim ilarly, Plattner and colleagues (2003) re ported that they found significant correlatio ns
between symptoms of pathological d issociation and intra familial (blll not extrafa milial) trauma in a sample of delinquent j uve niles. DePrince (2005) found lhat the presence of betrayal trau ma before age 18 is associated with pathological dissociation and
with revictimization after age 18. De Prince, Chu, and Pined a (201J ) found , consiste nt
with 81--r, that less awa reness of betraya l was associated with higher dissociatio n fo r
recent abuse in the contex t o f intimate partner abuse.

Del'rince (2001) found that self-repo rted betrayal predicted dissociation (across
mul tiple self-repo n mea ures) above a nd beyond self-repon ed fear in a sample of
trauma survivors, th e vas t majo rity o fwho rn repo rted chi ldhood physica l, sexual, and/

or emotional abuse. Freyd, Klest, and Allard (2005) found that a hi LOry of betrayal
trauma was strongly associated with physical a nd mental hea lth symptoms, including
dissociative sympto ms, in a sample o f ill individuals. Goldsmith, Freyd, and DePrince
(2004) re po n ed sim ila r results in a sample of college students.
Some researchers have fa iled to find a statistica lly significant relaLionship between
betraya l trauma and memo ry impairment Fo r insLallce, Goodman and colleagues
(2003) reported that "relationship betraya l" was not a statistically significa nt predictor
for forgelling in their unusual sample of adults who as child ren had been involved in
child abuse prosecution cases. It is not clear whether the relationship truly does not
exist in this sample (wh ich is possible g iven how unusual a sa mple it is) or whether there
was simply insu ffic iem statistical power LO detect the relationship (see Zurbnggen &
Becker- BIease, 2003) . Future resea rch will need to clari fy these issues.

DiSSOCiation and Cognitive Mechanisms
Phenomenologica ll y, dissociation invo lves alterations in 3u cntion and mem,ory;.

cogn it ive processes involved in allent.io n and me mory may ,playa role
allOg explicit awareness of traumas (see Brcw in, Chapte r 11 , thiS volume), IIlcludlllg

betraya l trau mas. As reviewed by DePri nce and colleagues (20 12), dissociation has been
repeatedly linked with alterations in basic cogni tive processing in laboraLOry tasks, particularl y those that require focused (or selecti ve) allenLion. In a communi ty sample of
school-age children, DePrince, Weinzierl, and Combs (2009) found that dlssoclaLJon
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was negalively relaled to execulive function performance lhat required children to
focus their attenlion, even afler they conlrolled for trauma exposure. In. adults: Freyd,
Marlorello, Alvarado, Hayes, and Christman (1998) documented a basIc relallonshlp
between selective auention and dissociative tendencies. such thal higher le\'el ~ of ~IS'
sociation were linked with great interference (i.e., worse performance) on a seJec~\'e
attenlion troop task. In a follow-up study, DePrince and Freyd (1999) found thatlllgh.
scoring DES participanLS' reaction times were worse (sl?wer). In a. sele~lI\'e allentton
task than in a divided attention task compared to low-scoring diSSocI3lors performance
(replicalion and extension of Freyd et aI., 1998); lhis interaclion has been replicated in
childl·en (DePrince, Weinzierl, & Combs, 2008), suggesting potentially complex rela·
lions between dissociation and attenlion. In the adult sample, DePrince and Freyd also
found that when they tested participants' memory for words viewed during the task,
a significant interaction of dissociation by word category revealed that high.scoring
DES participants recalled more neutral and fewer lrauma-relaled words than did lowscoring DES participants, who showed the oppo ite pattern. Consistent Wilh hetrayal
trauma theory, the free recall finding supports the argument that dissocialion may help
to keep threatening information from awareness.
The interaction between attention and dissociation in memory for threatening

informalion was further considered in two studies that used a directed forgetting paradigm. This laboratory task (in which participants were presented with items and LOld
aflcr each ilem, or a list of items, whether to remember or forget the material) revealed
thaI high·scoring DES participants recalled fewer charged and more neutral words
relative to low-scoring DES participallls, who showed the opposite pattern for items
they were instructed to remember when divided attention was required (ilem method:
Del'rince & Freyd, 2001; list method : DePrince & Freyd, 2004). The high-scoring participant repan significantly more lrauma history (Freyd & DePrince, 2001) and betrayal
trauma (DePrince & Freyd, 2004). Two additional sludies have replicated lhis pattern
in undergraduate amples, revealing an average effect size for the interaction acrosS
sLUdies of d· 0.67 (DePrince et aI., 2007). Similar findings have been found in children

by I·esearchers using pictures instead of words as stimuli. Children who had lrauma
hislories a.n? were .highly dissociative recognized fewer charged pictures relative to
nOlllraumallzed chIldren under divided altention conditions; no group differences
were found ~tnder selective auention conditions (Becker-Blease, Freyd , & Pears, 2004).
Research uSlllg the standard (selective attention) directed forgetting paradigm converges on these findings. Moulds and Bryant (2002) compared parlicipants diagnosed
Wlt~ ~ D and nontrau.matiled controls on a directed forgetting task. ASD indudes disOClatlon among the dIagnostic criteria. All participants with ASD had been exposed LO
some form of phy ical threat. The ASD group showed poorer recall of to-be-forgollen
trauma-related .words than did thc nOlllraumatiled group.
'" exemphfied br thIS research, dissociation (when understood as a mechanism)
.

I~ one theoretically ~,able route to memory impairment, though many roules exist.

For example, memones m.ay be i~lpaired due to incomplete or fragmemed encoding;
such r~utcs would be conSistent with the concept of dissociative amnesia. Alternatively.
forgetting can o~cur due to retrieval blockage. This SOrt of forgetting (Anderson et al..
2004) may n~l tnv~lve dissociative processes, as currently conceptualized. In future
research, 1\ WIll be unportant to examine dissociative-related and -unrelated routes LO
memory disruption for trauma.

In additio~ ~o the research reviewed here, several other studies have focused on
memory 111 tndlvlduals diagnosed with dissociative identity disorder (DID) and other
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dissociative d isorders. This work has included examinations of working memory (e.g.,
Dorahy, Irwin , & Middleton, 2003; Do ra hy, Middle ton, & Irwin, 2004), as well as
inLeridenLit)' memory in DID (e.g., Elzinga, Phaf, Ardon, & van Dyck, 2003; HunLjens,
Postma, Peters, \Voenman, & van def Hart, 2003). Taken together, the advancement of
the use of cognitive methods to exam ine dissociation, me mory. and 3tLention points to
exciting discoveries that we hope will add to the growi ng literature on inte rvention for
trauma-induced dissociation.

Current State of the Art
Research to date has exami ned dissociative responses across a broad range of traumas
(e.g., Bremner et aI., 1992; BryanL & Harvey, 2000; Carlson & Rosser-H ogan, 1991;
Freyd, 1996), developmental stages (e.g., Putnam, 1997), a nd cultures (e.g., Carlson
& Rosser-Hogan, 1991; Dorahy & Paterson, 2005) . Although culture-specific dissociative reactions exist, the core components of pathological dissociation appea r simila r
across cultures (see Putnam, 1997) . Related to this, possession states a nd certain other
cu lture-bound syndromes appear to be fundamenta lly dissociative in nature (Ross,
Schroeder, & Ness, 2013). The ge ne ralizability of findings at any given Lime is tied to
the field's ongoing struggle to define beLler the construct of dissociation. Findings
based on a continuum view of dissociation, for example. mayor may not fully gener·
al ize to our knowledge of pathological dissociation. We are hopeful that as we more
precisely define d issociative symptoms, we reduce the risk of pathologizing experiences
that include a lteration s in consciousness that do not involve structural dissociation.
f or example, trance experiences, or certain religious experiences, in other cultures
are not viewed as pathological dissociation with our advances in defining dissociative
symptoms . Furthermore, norma lly distributed attributes, such as absorption, are at less
risk of being defined as pathological. For exa mple, imaginary play has, at times, been
suspected of correlating with problematic outcomes in children . Play involves absorption. Taylor, Carlson, Maring, Ge row, a nd Charley (2004) found tha t imag inary friends
are very common in childre n (65% of children up to 7 yea rs of age had an imagina r y
compa nio n at one point in thei r lives) a nd the lack of impersonation of imaginary char·
acters was associated with poorer emotion understanding.

Challenges for the Future

Types of Dissociation
We applaud recent work that has involved stepping back from the past three decades of
observation to reevaluate the definition of dissociation. Continued work is needed to
fine-tune what experiences we include in the category of trauma· induced
Wi.th conceptua l clarity about the operationalization of dissociation comes the pro.mlse
of mcreascd capacity to identify dissociative developmental pathways and mcchal1lsms.

The EvolVing Definition of Dissociation
Se\'eral challenges remain in the quest to specify further the operationaliza tion of
dissociation, including cont inued work to examine differe nces 111 pathologICa l v.cr.
sus nonpathological views of dissociation. As researchers work to exclude normative
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ph nOlllena (e.g.• absorplion). we IllUSl ensure lhal we do nOl exclude relevant phenom·
ena. For .,mmple. much of the contemporary lileralure on dissociation has focused
on di M>Ciation of menlal funclions (e.g.• memory. auenlion). Work by Nijcnjuis and
colieagu (199) point to the importance of including dissocialion of perceplual,
1ll0VemCIll.. and sensory information. In addition, construcLS that may be dissociative
in nature. uch as alexithymia. have nOl yet been included roulinely in analyses. ·Alexi-

lhymia" i the inability to label emotions, a phenomenon that may be consistent with
the lack of integralion observed in dissocialion.
A researchers and clinicians improve on the scope of definilions of dissocialion.
we will be in a belle .. position to evaluate the relationship between dissociation and
olher psychiatric phenomena. Wilh more preci e definitions and measurement of dissociation. researchers can begin lO untangle the complicaled picture of comorbidity
between dis. ocialion and olher forms of lrauma-relaled di lress. For example. PTSD
and dissociation have long been observed as frequently co-occurring phenomena.
Th re are s verall'easons lhattltis overlap mighl be observed; for example. the comor·
bidity could be due lO symplom overlap. common underlying mechani ms. and/ or a
di ociative subtype of PT D (,ee Lanius el al.. hapler 13. lhis volume).
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